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Featuring metal accents, purse-style handles and removable key-chain, this is a practical and

fashionable Bible cover. This book and Bible cover will fit the Zondervan NIV Study Bible, Aspire:

The New Women of Color Study Bible, the NIV Women of Faith Study Bible as well as many other

books and Bibles up to 6 5/8" x 9 1/2" (241mm x 168mm).
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The picture for this item does not do it justice. It's actually a beautiful blue-red, very soft to the touch.

I have a NIV Life Application Bible and it fits perfectly and I have room for a small Vera Bradley

journal. Great look, great price, great deal.

Very Suitable for an Oxford Wide margin Bible which many of us use in the Christadelphian

Community to note matters in the margin of explanation after study. Usefull if arthritis means we can

no longer carry the bible without the convenience of handles.

This image is deceptive. I was hoping for pink and ended up with a deep red. It does say "Cherry"

color. So, don't always believe the images. So far however, the cover seems sturday and I like the

fact I can wipe it clean.

I love this cherry red bible cover! It fits my large print bible perfectly and I've gotten many remarks

on the pretty color & the subtle engraved pattern. Several friends have asked where I purchased it

so they could find one like it. Some have never purchased items from  before and were impressed



when I informed them about the ease & convenience of shopping from my computer at home, as

well as, the quality of the product received. The actual color of the bible cover is a soft red. It might

appear a little lighter in the pic. It's well worth the cost.

I purchased this to keep my bible clean and easy to take with me when I going somewhere. I was

pleasantly surprised that there are pockets inside each cover that allows you to put other smaller

books so that all my prayer books stay together. Love it. The picture tends to make the red look like

a deeper red, almost an oxblood color, which is what I wanted but it is a brighter red so it you aren't

OK with a brighter red, pick another color. The quality is worth the purchase.

This is a very pretty red and attractive bible cover. It is also large enough for my KJ/NIV parallel

bible. BUT,I am not as pleased with it as I was when I first received it because the cover is wearing

off at the corners. It is kept on the back seat of my car when it is not being used at church, so

there's no reason it should be coming off like it is. I will be looking for a leather cover next time, but

haven't seen any in a color I like. I want something feminine in color.

The first cover that arrived had a flaw in workmanship (stitching in the handle). It also looked like the

item had been previously opened (and rejected) by another buyer.The  return process was quick

and easy. I was very pleased by the return process and the quality of the replacement product met

every expectation.Quality assurance in first product was lacking and a bit frusterating to think I was

the secound customer to reject/return, if in fact that was the case.

I absolutely love this Bible Cover. At first, I thought it may be a little too bright (the color red) for

me...but I've been carrying it for quite some time now & absolutely love it. There is plenty of space

inside. It not only houses my Bible but also affords plenty of space to keep my notes and a good

writing pen. I highly recommend it.
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